SAFER. SMARTER. CONNECTED.
The most advanced vision technology and
connected vehicle platform available.
Road-iQ is more than a basic recording system, because
today’s fleet operators need more protection than a basic
recorder can offer. Approximately one-third of truck-car
accidents are side and rear collisions that most systems
don’t “see”. Road-iQ allows for 360 degree recording
and makes side and rear blind spots viewable to drivers
to help them make safer driving decisions. Road-iQ also
records continuously to protect your investment from theft
and damage most systems miss. When combined with
unparalleled remote connectivity, Road-iQ is available when
you need it most. Why risk missing that critical event?

Road-iQ Key Features and Benefits

Real Road-iQ footage of a side blind spot crash

• See and record 360 degrees around your vehicle. Road-iQ has flexibility to

integrate up to 7 cameras for coverage as needed: front facing, driver facing,
side blind spot and rearview tractor and trailer cameras.

•C
 ontinuous recording captures footage of events, even when there is no
“triggered” incident. This gives peace of mind that whatever the event, it will
always be recorded for driver exoneration.
•E
 liminates false “flagged” events - instead of only relying on an accelerometer,
Road-iQ’s J1939 integration gives the most accurate reading of events such as
hard braking and provides searchable event video content.
•N
 etHub provides 4G LTE connectivity and Wi-Fi hotspot for uploading video from
all cameras and viewing live video feed from your online portal via any smart
device or PC.
• Dash mounted iPad allows for easy in-cab access to real-time camera
views, immediate playback of clips and reliable vehicle diagnostic information.
This combination of active and passive safety is unmatched in the industry.
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Why Road-iQ?

Others

Road-iQ Advantage
Dynamic Drive Views

Camera views automatically switch to see exactly
what you need to when on the road.

Advanced Video Recording

Events of vehicle sensor data flagged by J1939
harness and/or by driver via tablet for later viewing.

Remote Video Surveillance

Remotely monitor your vehicle's live camera views in
real-time.

Up to 7 Cameras

See live camera views and blind spots around your
truck in real-time via the in-vehicle tablet.

Vehicle Diagnostics

Fault descriptions provide you with vehicle data to
avoid breakdowns.

GPS Location

Remotely view your vehicle(s) geolocation and trip
history, from anywhere.

Remotely view live video streaming around your vehicle
through the Road-iQ portal
Turn signals trigger relevant iPad
display for real-time blind spot viewing
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